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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School01

Setting up an energy team helps to make 

use of the diverse skills of staff and pupils,

encourages participation and can help spread

the workload over a number of people to 

prevent the overloading of one individual. 

An energy team can consist of senior staff,

maintenance staff, teachers, caterers, pupils

and governors. The team can help with the

day-to-day activities of managing energy and

implementing findings from these walk-rounds.

Further information on energy teams, policies,

producing energy action plans and monitoring

results can be found in GPG343. There are a

number of simple checks that can guide you  

A Guide written 
for Head Teachers,
Senior Staff,
Energy Team
Members and 
Site Managers/
Caretakers 

You do not need to be a technical

expert to use this guide which is

designed to assist you in working 

out where energy is being used

throughout your school and to 

identify areas where savings can be

made. With financial responsibility

now increasingly devolved to

schools, any energy savings that 

are made can often be re-invested

into other school activities.
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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School 02

quickly to areas of energy use in your school, these

will be the key areas where no cost and low cost

savings can be achieved.

Energy walk-rounds can be as brief or detailed as

you wish. This guide covers all aspects of reducing

wasted energy and how savings of 10-15% may 

be achievable.  

In some schools, parts of the walk-round can be 

covered by pupils who inspect regularly for lights

and taps being left on, which rooms are too hot 

and where draughts occur. This can often form 

part of an active �real life� project within their 

curricular activities.

What is an Energy Walk-round?

Energy walk-rounds are a quick and simple method

for identifying how your school can save money and

reduce environmental pollution by reducing your

site�s energy consumption.

What is the purpose of energy 
walk-rounds?

Walk-rounds can be used on their own to identify

energy savings opportunities, or can be incorporated

into your school�s overall energy management plan,

which is usually a stated school policy together with

an action plan for managing energy in the short to

medium term. Either way, the simple checks and

easy-to-follow format in this guide will allow you 

to make real progress in reducing both your energy

consumption and carbon dioxide emissions.

Who should be involved?

In order to get the most out of the energy walk-

round, the head teacher should involve a range

of school staff or energy team members. Pupils

should be encouraged to take part, either as 

part of a science project or as part of your 

school�s energy team. 

How does it work?

Walk-rounds should be completed with the aid 

of the four check lists and accompanying notes,

which should be completed in the order they 

appear in this guide.

The first walk-round should take your team
less than half a day. The whole process, 
however, should be viewed as a key part 
of your school�s energy management plan 
and should become an ongoing task. It is 
recommended that after the initial walk-round
has been completed, checks are made once a
month to confirm that improvements have
been maintained. This will ensure that having
reduced your energy consumption, all of your
good work is not wasted.   
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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School03

Simple Checks
Members of your school energy

team can carry out many of 

the checks in this guide. The

following list of checks gives

advice on how to examine each

area and make sure energy is

not being wasted.

Electricity

Electricity Benchmark Check

Obtain your school�s annual electricity 

consumption in kWh from your meter readings

(or from your bills if you do not have meter

readings for a year). Divide this by the floor

area to provide your energy consumption in

kWh/m2, which can then be compared against

benchmarks found in insert 1A of this guide. 

If your school compares badly, you know there 

is plenty of potential for savings. If it compares

well, this is reassuring; however, there may still

be opportunities for improvement. Continue to

take meter readings on a regular basis as this

will allow you to monitor your energy use and

demonstrate any successes the energy team

may have and to spot any problems early. For

more information on monitoring your energy

consumption regularly, see GPG343.
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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School 04

Calculating Power and Energy

Each piece of equipment in your school has a power

rating measured in watts (W), e.g. a 100W light 

bulb consumes a hundred watts of power. 

The energy consumed will depend on how long the 

piece of equipment is used. For example a 100W 

light bulb used for 10 hours will use 1kWh of energy

(100W x 10hours = 1000Whours or 1kWh). Using this

method you can calculate how much energy each

piece of equipment uses.

10 Minute Demand Test

Read your electricity meter twice, 10 minutes apart,

take the difference between the two and multiply 

by 6. Because your meter is reading consumption in

kWh, multiplying by 6 allows you to determine the

kW �demand� on-site at that particular time of day.

By adding up all the power ratings of equipment that

need to be on at that time, you can find out what

you should expect. The difference between the

expected and the actual is caused by unnecessary

equipment being left on, which is costing you money.

Find out what is left on and make sure it gets

switched off.

This test should be carried out in the morning 

before the staff and pupils arrive, during the 

working day and after normal school hours.

Out-of-hours Check

The expected overnight electricity use can be 

calculated quite easily. Simply add together the

power ratings of all equipment that must operate

overnight (security lighting, alarm systems, computer

networks, fax machines, etc). Multiply this figure 

by the number of overnight hours to establish the 

consumption for that period in kilowatt-hours (kWh).

NOTE: The unit for power rating is the kilowatt (kW).

It is sometimes given in watts, which must be 

divided by 1,000 to convert to kW.  

This estimate of energy use can be compared with

actual electricity use. A meter reading taken at the

end of the working day and a second reading taken

early the following morning will tell you how much

electricity has been used overnight. If the expected

overnight energy consumption is significantly below

your recorded consumption from your meter, you

know there is other equipment being left on, 

e.g. computers, general lighting, or equipment 

such as kilns.

A further check can be made by comparing the 

ratio between day and night consumption. Energy

consumption overnight should account for less 

than 10% in an efficiently run school. 
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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School05

The difference between necessary kWh and metered

kWh can be multiplied by the typical unit cost of

£0.06 per kWh (or preferably, your actual cost per

kWh from your electricity bill if this is available).

This will give you some indication of the potential

savings available. Further guidance on how to do 

this can be found as insert 1B in this guide. 

Computer Check

The amount of electricity used by computers 

within schools has doubled within the last five years. 

A typical PC (including monitor) left permanently 

on all year will usually cost around £63. Switching 

the machine off out-of-hours and activating �power

down� when not in use could reduce this cost to 

£6 per year -  a 90% cost saving. A check should 

be made of all PCs during different times of 

the day to see how much equipment is being 

left running unnecessarily.  

Note: Some computers appear to be switched off,

but by tapping the keyboard or jogging the mouse

they will turn back on. Also, running a screen saver

does not save energy, and can inhibit the operation

of power saving features of PC�s.

Lighting Checks

Lighting accounts for the majority of electricity 

consumption within schools and is an area where

cost-effective savings can be easily achieved.

Daytime electricity is expensive, therefore 

reducing your consumption should be a priority.  

In schools, lights are often turned on during the

morning and remain on throughout the day, despite

sufficient daylight coming in through the windows

For example, after adding up all essential 

equipment in the school which needs to be left

on overnight, I have a total power rating of

2.5kW which is left on for 14 hours. The total

expected energy consumption would be 35kWh

(2.5kW x 14 hours). From meter readings the

overnight consumption was 150kWh (evening

reading to morning reading). Therefore, there 

is 115kWh unaccounted for (150kWh - 35kWh).

Some of this unaccounted consumption may be

for equipment that needs to be on but that you

have not yet considered; for example, pumps in

the heating system, but this exercise will provide

an indication of the scale of the problem.

In the example, the unaccounted consumption

would be costing £6.90 a night (115kWh x £0.06).
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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School 06

and roof-lights. A simple check is to walk-round the

school during mid-morning of a typical day and see

what effect turning off some of the lights has in each

room. If there is no noticeable difference in the light

levels, then the lights should be turned off.  

In areas with many unlabelled light switches, it is

very common to see all the lights on as no one is 

sure which switch controls which light. Label switches

clearly so staff and pupils can identify switches and

their corresponding lights. This will allow you to 

vary the amount of lighting used in each area.

Light Fitting Check

Many schools still use the older 38mm diameter 

fluorescent tubes. Replacing these with slimline

26mm �triphosphor� tubes when failure occurs will

save around £1 per tube per year (around 10%). 

Count up how many tubes could be changed 

throughout the school to find out how much 

you could save each year. 

Holiday Shutdown Check

A significant amount of energy can be wasted 

during the school holidays (and over weekends/bank

holidays, etc) because equipment is not switched off.

This check should be conducted on a typical Friday

night after staff and pupils have left the building. 

A tour of all areas should be made, noting (and 

turning off) all non-essential equipment. The worst

culprits are normally:

� Computer base stations left running

� Computer screens left running 

or on-screen saver/sleep mode

� Photocopiers in sleep mode

� Point-of-use electric water 

heaters left running

� Extractor fans left running

� Lighting left on.

To make it easier for the next holiday, a list of 

essential equipment that cannot be turned off 

should be drawn up and handed out to staff. 

This equipment should also be clearly labelled 

to prevent it being turned off. All remaining 

equipment can then be turned off.

Top tip: Some schools have lighting monitors

who switch lights off at the end of every 

lesson, so the start of the next lesson requires

a conscious effort to switch lights back on 

again if required.
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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School07

Fossil Fuel

Heating and Hot Water

The heating and hot water systems consume a 

large amount of a school�s energy. Poor control,

overheating and excessive ventilation are the main

causes of waste for these systems and are easy 

to address.

Fossil Fuel Benchmark

The school�s annual fossil fuel consumption in kWh,

divided by floor area should be compared against the

benchmarks found in insert 1A of this guide. If your

school compares badly, then this will indicate the

potential for savings. If it compares well, this is

reassuring; however, there may still be opportunities

for improvement. If you are using bills, watch out for

estimated readings, and check your bills against your

own meters whenever possible.

Checking Controls

What time are the boiler(s) switching on in the

morning? Is the desired room temperature being met

before the staff/pupils arrive? If so, fuel is being

wasted. Adjust the timings so that the required room

temperature is reached just as the building is being

occupied. Ideally this should be controlled by an

�optimum start control�, if one is fitted, but if the

desired room temperature is still reached before

occupation, check that it has not been bypassed 

or switched off. 

When are the boiler(s) switching off? The building

will store heat generated by the heating system,

allowing the boilers to be turned off earlier than 

the end of the school day.  The time switch should

be adjusted so that the boiler switches off as early

as possible, whilst still providing an adequate level

of heat at the end of the day.

Check what temperature each area of the school is

being heated to and compare with the temperature

check list. Overheating by 1°C can increase fuel 

consumption by 6-10%. Thermostats and thermostatic

radiator valves (TRVs) should be adjusted so areas

reach the correct temperature.

The boiler programmer/time switch should be

checked to ensure heating and hot water is not being

provided over the weekend. If the timer cannot be

set up to turn off over this period, then it should 

be replaced.

Ventilation Check

Check timeswitches and occupancy detectors to

ensure that fans only operate when required. When

the heating is running, check all areas of the school

for doors and windows being left open and other

areas where warm air can escape. The more hot 

air that escapes from the building, the more 

work the boiler has to do to replace it.

Temperature Check List1

Type of Room Air Temperature

Special Education

Teaching area 18°C

Staff rooms and common rooms 19°C

Corridors/circulation 19°C

Low activity children areas 21°C

Unclothed areas 21°C

General Education

Classrooms and dining areas 18°C

Assembly/multi-purpose halls 14-18°C

Gymnasium and sports halls 14°C

Changing rooms and showers 18-21°C

Medical inspection room 21°C

Secretarial, admin and staff rooms 18°C

Corridors/circulation 15-18°C

Toilet areas and cloakrooms 15°C
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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School 08

Boiler Sequencing Check

In mild weather, a number of spot

checks should be made to see how many

boilers are cycling if there is more than

one boiler in the boiler room. It is more

efficient to have one boiler firing 

continuously than two or more cycling

on and off at low load. If more than 

one boiler is constantly running, it is

likely that your boilers do not have a

sequence controller. You should 

therefore contact your Local Authority

for further advice.

Water

Water can be very costly in schools as

you are often paying twice for using it:

once for the supply and again for its 

disposal. Through benchmarking, you

can get an idea of the potential 

savings available if good practice 

values were met.

The more water you use, the more it

costs, so it pays to attend to leaks 

and dripping taps promptly. Dripping 

hot taps are wasting energy, too.

Undetected leaks on underground mains

can easily cost several hundred pounds

a month and so regular checking of the

meter is important (at least monthly).

Out-of-hours Water Check

The water meter should be read at the

end of the working day, then again first

thing in the morning. If the reading has

gone up, this indicates water is being

wasted overnight when nothing should

be using it, and a further investigation

is required.  
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Conducting an Energy Walk-round of a School09

The Check Lists  
in this Guide
Completing the Background Check List
(Insert 2A)

The Background Check List consists of a number of

simple tests that will tell you how energy efficient

your school currently is (compared to other schools of

a similar size). It will look at areas such as how much

electricity and water is being consumed overnight

(and whether this is excessive). The aim of this 

section is to give you an understanding of how well

the school is already doing and what some of the

problem areas may be, so that you can focus your

efforts during the main energy walk-round.

Completing the Energy Walk-round 
Check List (Insert 2B)

Visit each different area within your school using the

check list to ensure plant and equipment is being

used efficiently. The check list is broken down into

three areas; Pre-Occupancy Checks, Occupancy

Checks and Post-Occupancy Checks. By conducting

checks at all of these times, a full picture of the

school energy consumption can be established. 

Check lists should be photocopied for each area 

of the school and can either be used to collect 

information for four separate rooms, or the 

same room four separate times.

Area Check List (Insert 3A)

The Specialist Area Check List should be completed 

in the same way, but covers areas such as toilets,

kitchens and swimming pools.

Completing the Repairs and
Maintenance Check List (Insert 3B)

Once all of the other check lists have been

completed, the Repairs and Maintenance

Check List should be filled out, preferably 

by the site manager or caretaker/janitor in

consultation with the head teacher and energy

manager or leader of the energy team. 

The check list focuses on the areas where 

routine maintenance can improve the energy

efficiency of your school, and considers 

some low-cost improvements to your site, 

such as updating fluorescent tubes and 

fitting time controls.

Is there any follow up action?

Having completed the energy walk-round, 

the energy team should meet to discuss the

findings and draw up an Action Plan to 

implement any improvements and 

maintenance issues. This should name 

a person responsible for each action and 

a date the activity is due to start or 

finish. A date should also be set for the 

next walk-round.

The findings of the walk-round should also 

be communicated to the board of governors 

in order to assess the recommendations and

consider possible areas for improvement and

funding issues. If applicable, the Local

Authority should also be consulted to ascertain

what assistance is available for improvements.

The recommendations of the energy 

walk-round should be included in any 

energy awareness campaigns that are being

run within the school for staff and pupils.
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Fuel Annual kWh CO2 factor Annual kg CO2

Natural Gas 1,134,000 x 0.19 = 215,460

Electricity 266,000 x 0.43 = 114,380

Total 1,400,000 329,840

Insert 1A � School Benchmarks

Energy benchmarks are similar to those used in measuring energy consumption in a car (e.g. miles per gallon). In schools
the benchmark is measured in kilowatt/hour (kWh) per m2 of heated floor space per annum for fossil fuel and electricity.
But, like a car�s consumption, many things can affect the energy consumption of a school, including the operating hours,
the age of the building and how exposed it is to weather. So, as with all benchmarks, these should be used with caution,
and only as an indicator for improvement.

It is possible to calculate carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions using the following factors. This can also be done automatically
using the on-line benchmarking tool for schools available through the Action Energy website.

To calculate your school�s carbon dioxide emissions, multiply your consumption (in kWh) by the CO2 factor (see below).

Example summary of CO2 emissions

Water consumption in schools has also been benchmarked. Water can be very costly in schools as you are often paying
twice for using it; once for the supply and again for its disposal. By benchmarking, you can get an idea of the potential 
savings available if good practice values were met.

Energy benchmarks (kWh/m2) for good, typical and poorly performing schools

Calculating carbon dioxide emissions from your energy use

Water benchmarks (m3/pupil/annum) for good, typical and poorly performing schools3

2DfES data on a sample of 12,420 English primary and 2,420 secondary schools for 2000-2001.
3DfES data on a sample of English primary schools: 1,110 with a pool and 11,010 without a pool.
Sample of English secondary schools: 390 with a pool and 1,820 without a pool.
Source: DfES (Oct. 2002) Energy and Water Benchmarks for Maintained Schools in England 2000-01.
*Action Energy Interim benchmark data derived for 1999-2000.

Annual Energy Primary School Secondary School Secondary School
(kWh/m2) (no pool) (no pool) (with pool)*

Fossil Fuel Electricity Fossil Fuel Electricity Fossil Fuel Electricity

Good Practice 110 25 117 28 142 29

Typical Practice 157 34 160 36 187 36

Poor Practice 209 47 207 45 233 41

CO2 emissions by fuel type for the UK

kg CO2/kWh kg CO2/litre

Electricity 0.43

Natural Gas 0.19

Gas/Diesel Oil 0.25 2.68

Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) 0.23 1.65

Renewable Energy 0 0

Water Consumption Primary School Primary School Secondary Secondary
(m3/pupil/annum) (with pool) (no pool) (with pool) (no pool)

Good Practice 3.1 2.7 3.6 2.7

Typical 4.3 3.8 5.1 3.9

Poor Practice 6.1 5.6 7.5 5.8
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Insert 1B � Out-of-hours 
Check List

Complete the following check list to determine how much your unnecessary out-of-hours electricity
use could be costing you.

PC
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

120
1 W

2 W

3 W

4 W

5 W

6 W

7 W

8 W

9 W

10 W

e
Sum 1 to 10 above

W

f
(e/1000)*c

kWh

g
d-f

kWh

h p

k
(j/c)*7200 hours

Cost of unnecessary overnight consumption

Unnecessary equipment being left on 

Electricity price per kWh � from bill

Cost of unnecessary overnight electrical use

Predicted annual energy cost of unnecessary 
overnight energy

Total power of necessary equipment

Necessary overnight consumption

* Note 7,200 hours derived from total number of hours a year (24*365) of 8,760, minus a 39-week school year with 8 hours a day, 5 days a week occupation
(39*8*5) 1,560 hours. 

OUT-OF-HOURS CHECK LIST

Meter: Date of reading: Carried out by:

Overnight consumption

Electricity meter reading (PM) a kWh

Electricity meter reading (AM) b kWh

Hours between meter readings c Hours

Overnight consumption d b-a kWh

Expected overnight consumption

Necessary equipment left on overnight: Power rating in watts

e.g.

j

(h*g)
100
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Insert 2A � Background Check List

Per m2

Morning

Midday
Evening

BACKGROUND CHECK LIST

Building: Date of checks: Checked by:

Benchmark Checks

How does the electrical consumption 

compare with the benchmark?

How does the fossil fuel consumption 

compare with the benchmark?

Out-of-hours Checks

How much electricity/water 
is being used overnight?
Is this reasonable?

Electricity Demand Checks

What is the electrical demand?
Does this seem reasonable? How would they know?

Heating and Hot Water Checks
What time are the space heating boilers switching on/off? On Off

What time is the hot water switching on/off? On Off

Weekend/Holiday Check
Is any plant/equipment running unnecessarily 
over the weekend/holidays?
Check:
Lights
Computers
Photocopiers  
Extractor fans
Heating and hot water

Any Other Issues
Are there any other problems?

Electricity

Water

Per m2
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Insert 2B � Walk-round Check List

This check list should be photocopied for each area of the school and can either be used to collect
information for four separate rooms, or the same room at four separate times.

WALK-ROUND CHECK LIST

Area: Date of inspection: Inspected by:

Pre-Occupancy Checks

Has lighting been left on unnecessarily?

Have PCs/screens been running overnight?

Is any electrical equipment running unnecessarily?

What is the room temperature?

Does the room have a thermostat?

Is any portable electric heating running?

Are radiators/heaters free from obstructions?

Have doors/windows/other areas been left open?

Are there any other problems?

Occupancy Checks

Has lighting been left on in unoccupied areas?

Could daylight be used more effectively?

Have unoccupied PCs/screens been left running?

Is any electrical equipment running unnecessarily?

What is the room temperature?

Does the room have a thermostat?

Is any portable electric heating running?

Are radiators/heaters free from obstructions?

Have doors/windows/other areas been left open?

Are there any other problems?

Post-Occupancy Checks

Has lighting been left on in unoccupied areas?

Have all PCs/screens been turned off?

Is any electrical equipment running unnecessarily?

What is the room temperature?

Does the room have a thermostat?

Is any portable electric heating running?

Are radiators/heaters free from obstructions?

Have doors/windows/other areas been left open?

Are there any other problems?

Is this excessive?

Is it set correctly/does it work?

Should it be switched off?

Is this suitable?

Has it been tampered with?

Could it be switched off?

Is this suitable?

Has it been tampered with?

Should it be switched off?
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Insert 3A � Specialist 
Area Check List

This check list should be photocopied for each area of the school and can either be used to collect
information for four separate rooms, or the same room at four separate times.

SPECIALIST AREA CHECK LIST

Building: Date of checks: Checked by:

Changing Rooms and Toilet Area Checks

Are there any leaks/drips?

Are there any controls on the extract fans?

Are there any urinal water controls?

If the water is electrically heated, 
are there any time controls?

Kitchens Checks

Are the extract fans fitted with controls?

Does the hot water production have time control?

Is any equipment running unnecessarily?

Swimming Pool Checks

What temperature is the pool water?

What is the air temperature in the pool hall?

Does the swimming pool have a cover?

Are the extract fans controlled to just avoid condensation, 
or do they run continuously?

Any Other Issues

Are there any other problems?

Look at taps and showers

Are they working?

Are they working?

Are they working/set up correctly?

Are they working/set up correctly?

It may come from the main plant room or be separate

Check:

Plate warmers

Ovens

Hobs

Lights

Is it in good condition?

When is it being used?

Are there any time/humidity controls? What are they set to?
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Insert 3B � Repairs and 
Maintenance Check List

This check list should be photocopied for each area of the school and can either be used to collect 
information for four separate rooms, or the same room at four separate times.

Combustion efficiency

Flue gas temperatures

Check controls are set correctly

Check TRVs are set correctly, ie: not �max� or �min�

On doors, windows and any other areas where warm air is escaping from the building

Where possible, replace 38mm tubes with 26mm tubes

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST

Building: Date of checks: Checked by:

Heating and Hot Water

Arrange for boiler to be serviced 
and ensure engineer checks:

Install/repair/replace controls/thermostat

Ensure boilers are sequencing correctly

Install/repair/replace thermostatic radiator valves 

Clean air filters in fan convector heaters

Improve draught seals

Lighting

Clean lamps and light fittings

Clean windows and roof-lights

Replace flickering fluorescent tubes 

Replace tungsten bulbs with �energy-saving� bulbs

Clearly label all light switches and try to change the 
labels regularly to encourage people to notice them

Water 

Repair leaking/dripping taps

Repair leaking/dripping showers

Install/repair/test urinal water controls

Check overflows in toilets/storage cisterns

Air Extraction 

Install/repair/test kitchen extractor fan controls 

Install/repair/test toilet extractor fan controls

Install/repair/test swimming pool hall 
extractor fan controls

Swimming Pools 

Repair/replace damaged swimming pool covers

Any Other Issues

Are there any other problems?
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Insert 4 � Further Assistance

Ref No Title/Remarks

GPG343 Saving Energy - a Whole School Approach
This booklet covers all aspects of energy efficiency in schools, including planning, monitoring, 
no-cost opportunities, curriculum activities and case study examples, and acts as a companion 
guide to this publication. 

GPG029 Good Housekeeping in Schools
This guide is aimed at school governors, staff and pupils and gives a range of simple 
�good housekeeping� measures that schools can implement to reduce their energy use.

GPG367 Better Business Guide to Energy Saving
If you are new to managing energy, then this guide can help you to make a start. 
Specifically designed for beginners in energy management, this guide helps take you through 
the steps to effectively managing energy use, although specifically aimed at small businesses 
this guide is a good introduction for any organisation.

FOCUS Focus on Energy � A practical introduction to reducing energy bills
This is a more in-depth guide which can provide further, more detailed guidance on energy 
savings and would be appropriate to those schools that have already used GPG343 and this guide, 
and who would like to take energy savings further.

ILG007 The Assessment of Energy Efficient Lighting Installation
This new guide provides information on how to identify what lighting you currently have 
installed and summary information on how to improve it.

FURTHER ASSISTANCE

Action Energy provides a variety of assistance for schools. If you would like further assistance
with using this guide or any other aspect of managing the energy use in your school, contact
the Action Energy Helpline on 0800 58 57 94 or visit us on the web at www.actionenergy.org.uk

Energy Efficiency Publications
Action Energy offers a number of free publications covering all aspects of energy efficiency within schools. 
The most popular titles are:

There are also posters, stickers and further guidance available to you from Action Energy. To find out more, call the Action
Energy Helpline on 0800 58 57 94.

Design Advice Surveys
Action Energy provide a design advice service, using approved consultants to supply professional independent advice on the
energy efficient design of refurbishment and new build projects. This service would be applicable to any major proposed
improvements to the school site. In order to qualify, the proposed project should occupy an area of at least 500m2.  

STEP Events Programme
There are a number of specific events that can provide energy related training to school staff. These can be organised by
your Local Authority, and provides an experienced trainer, training materials and support in organising the event. 
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